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Resum 
 

 
Aquest projecte té com a inici un treball de fi de carrera realitzat anteriorment 

en el qual configurava una xarxa de sensors per mesurar la temperatura i 

enviar les dades a una porta d‟enllaç (Gateway) utilitzant un protocol de 

reenviament de missatges. Les dades es mostraven en una interfície web. 

L‟objectiu d‟aquest PFC és desenvolupar una xarxa de sensors amb finalitats 

domòtiques utilitzant un node sensor desenvolupat pel grup de recerca de 

xarxes sense fils (WNG) de la UPC. La interacció entre l‟usuari i la xarxa de 

sensors es farà a través de les interfícies de Google Calendar i de Twitter. 

S‟ha dissenyat un actuador perquè s‟hi pugui endollar qualsevol dispositiu a 

aquest. L‟usuari podrà activar i desactivar a través de Google Calendar 

qualsevol dispositiu que estigui connectat a l‟actuador. Els nodes també 

mesuren la temperatura i la mostren a través de Twitter. 

S‟ha dissenyat i optimitzat un protocol de comunicacions perquè aporti a la 

xarxa domòtica més prestacions i consistència. També s‟ha dissenyat una 

interfície perquè l‟usuari pugui controlar la xarxa de sensors a través de la 

porta d‟enllaç o Gateway. 

Aquesta aplicació permet funcionalitats com les d‟afegir, modificar o esborrar 

esdeveniments del calendari de Google a més de permetre una interacció amb 

l‟usuari en temps real a través de Twitter. 
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Overview 
 

 
The project departs from a final project done before, dedicated to the 

configuration of a wireless sensor network to measure temperature and send 

the data to the gateway using and designed message forwarding protocol. The 

collected data was shown in a webpage. 

The aim of this project is the development of a network of sensor nodes using 

a sensor designed by the research group of wireless networks of UPC. The 

interaction between the user and the sensor network will be through the 

gateway and through the Google Calendar and Twitter interfaces. 

An activator has been designed to connect any device to it. The user can 

activate or deactivate through Google Calendar any device connected to it. The 

nodes also measure temperature and show the data through Twitter. 

A communication protocol was designed and optimized to provide more 
robustness and new features to the network. Also a gateway interface was 
designed to allow the user control the network through it. 
 
This application provides functionality such as add, modify or delete events 
from Google Calendar and allows real time user interaction via Twitter. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In recent times, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are gaining interest. They 

have characteristics that make them attractive, such as the absence of cabling, 

and a progressive reduction in the size of their components, as well as 

consumption and cost. 

Then, they can be easily integrated in any environment. 

Usually, WSNs are formed by some sensors located in different places that 

communicate to the Gateway using multihop routing. At the same time, the 

Gateway connects the WSN to Internet or any other IP based network. 

The starting point of this master thesis is a smart sensor network application 

that provides capabilities for sensing and actuation, as well as multihop 

communication. It also has an element that allows communication to and from 

Internet [1].  

The sensor nodes of this network will be based on a node developed by the 

Wireless Networks Group (WNG) [2] of the UPC and that will be completed with 

the following characteristics: 

 Sensing capabilities: temperature. 

 Action capacity for: open / close interfaces, regulate power output, etc... 

In addition the Gateway provides Internet connectivity to access remotely to the 

sensor network. It consists of a PC with an IEEE 802.15.4 interface, based on 

the sensor node developed by WNG at UPC, serial port connected to the PC, 

and making the command conversion and resending between the sensor 

network and Internet. 

The main goals of this project are to complete the skills of sensors and 

actuators, and also to improve the communication functions. In addition, it is 

also desired to extend the capabilities of intercommunication with other 

networks.  

All this will be done to build a home automation system, easy to use and deploy, 

based on a WSN. That will be known from now as Wireless Home Automation 

Network (WHAN). 

Through Internet, concretely by the user‟s interaction with the WHAN, it 

becomes possible to upgrade and expand WHAN‟s possibilities. For that 

reason, they may integrate some existing applications or tools in the field of 2.0 

Web and social networks in order to ease and extend the use of the sensor 

network. 
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The selected resources are the following: 

 Google Calendar:  the use of calendars to schedule specific actions. The 

Gateway reads the calendar (by Google API) and sends commands in 

order to achieve the programmed actions.  

 Twitter: send securitized tweets allow the user to receive feedback from 

WHAN.  

Once explained the main objectives of this master thesis, a brief description of 

what follows is done. To start with a brief introduction of the work done, Chapter 

1 contains it. Then in Chapter 2 system‟s main requirements are described. 

Chapter 3 bases on the applications used. Going on, Chapter 4 contains all 

information related to the system communications. Chapter 5 is based on 

Hardware usage and then, Chapter 6 is a brief description about how system 

works. Chapter 7 is related to the security and sharing options, and in Chapter 8 

there is an analysis of the system. To end with the project, Chapter 9 contains 

some future lines to follow in future projects and few conclusions of the work 

done.  

 

1.1. Technical Background 

 

Intelligent networks are not much extended in the domestic ambit yet. The 

number of connected homes have increased in last years, particularly due to 

the reduction of costs and Internet extensions, such as home connection and 

mobile devices connection. 

A large number of standards are used in WHANs like Zigbee, Z-Wave, 

INSTEON, among others and the market is not too large for being dominated 

for one of them [3].  

In this Master Thesis is used IEEE 802.15.4 for the sensor network and the 

Gateway which converges to IP. Even more solutions can be found in the 

mentioned article. 

The use of social networks and cloud services is widely extended in society. For 

example, in April 2010, in USA the 60% of citizens used Twitter while in Spain 

77% of citizens used any social network including Twitter (in a lower percentage 

in comparison with the USA). Nowadays these values are increasing. 

Usually, the remote actions applied to the sensor network are communicated 

through telephone, SMS or Internet. This requires the design of a specific 

application and it is not easy. Some issues should be taken into account, and 
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the security is a critical problem. Usually existing systems are not easy to use 

and not much common user oriented. 

The market tendency is to expand the use of domestic node sensors to homes. 

The most important goal to achieve is a competitive price. Other important point 

is to demonstrate to the user that the WHAN is useful and can solve problems, 

rather than generate it.  

Some companies, for example Lelylan [4] have introduced the use of new 

technologies and Internet to create a domestic 2.0 sensor network. This 

network will be controlled through an easy use of web interface. It implies that 

any non-expert person could use the network and enjoy its benefits. Another 

goal of this network is the possibility to control the network from any device with 

an Internet connection. 

The trend is socializing the WHAN. Actually in the market it gets difficult finding 

any product or service that uses the social networks to control the sensor 

network as are used in this project. This project goes a step away in terms of 

usability and facility of use. 

There are some applications (not much) that use social networks with home 

automations systems, but the majority executes any particular action, are not 

designed to control the whole WHAN. A relation found between social networks 

and any domestic application was written in the 2008. That relation has been 

made by Justin Wickett (Duke‟s University student), who uses the SMS Twitter 

service and the PC software iLink INSTEON to switch off the lights of a room. 

This action is simple but it is the first reference found in which a social network 

is used to interact with any domestic application. 
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CHAPTER 2. REQUIREMENTS 

 

This chapter contains all the information about the composition of the WHAN 

implemented in this project as well as the requirements that must be 

accomplished. 

 

2.1. Requirements 

 

The WHAN is composed by different blocks which communicate with each other 

for proper functioning of the system.  

The sensor network, the Gateway and the user‟s interface are the blocks 

required.  

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Functioning scheme 

 

The sensor network is composed by several sensors (Texas Instruments 

CC2430 [5]) placed in different sites of the house. These sensors can perform 

different tasks depending on the users‟ needs.  

According to these needs, the sensors can be placed in lamps, sockets, blinds, 

and in any other equipment considered necessary.  
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Sensor nodes are programmed to perform functions as gather information or act 

on a specific device. As example, a sensor node can be placed in a lamp and 

can switch ON/OFF the light as well collect information about the temperature. 

In addition it can send this information to the Gateway. 

Actions are done by actuators connected to the sensor by specific interfaces. 

Collecting information can be performed by using sensor interfaces included in 

the node or just adding external ones. 

In order to maximize the functionalities of these sensors, the WHAN can be 

divided in zones. Zones can be defined by single rooms, by same element like 

sockets or lights.  

For example, all sensors placed in sockets can belong to the same area of the 

network and can be switched ON/OFF just with a single command. 

The Gateway is an element that has as main functions to adapt the 

communication between the sensors‟ “world” and the Internet‟s “world”. This is 

specified in two main aspects: the communication to / from a wireless 802.15.4 

network, and the adaptation / translation of user commands to the sensors‟ 

commands. 

The Gateway should be a low consumption computer and a sensor which 

contains a radio network interface compatible with the WSN, connected 

between them through a serial port.  

The interface through which users can receive information or transfer 

commands to the sensors network can be a web page. This allows the user to 

control the system without any need to be in front of the Gateway computer.  

The users interface is the graphical interface which allows the user to establish 

commands and get feedback from the sensor network. 

In order to program the commands that the network must do, Google Calendar 

will be used. Through this application the user can program the orders monthly, 

weekly or individually. Another important characteristic of Google Calendar is 

that it allows specifying which sensor or set of sensors will receive the 

commands. And as it has been mentioned, it can act in areas of sensors. 

A feedback from the sensor network is equally important as the fact of sending 

commands to the sensors. It permits to know if an order has been done 

successfully or if there is an abnormal situation. It can also be used to get 

information about a specific sensor or the entire network. This will be done 

through Twitter. 
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A Twitter account will post the information received privately. This tool is very 

useful in order to establish new commands and also to know always the state of 

the network without being at home.  

An important feature that must have the Gateway is a local copy of the Google 

Calendar. Because the system must keep on running even if there is a problem 

with the Internet connection.  

Finally, to get an approximate idea about how WHAN works, here is an example 

of its usage: 

“Alice arrives at home at 7 p.m., and she wants to have a comfortable 

temperature at that hour. To achieve that, she enters through her mobile phone 

or other device to her Google Calendar and schedule: “at 7 p.m. turn on the 

heating”. Then at 7 p.m. she receives a message via Twitter which specifies 

that the heating has turned on. Or otherwise, if she does not receive any 

message, it means that the system is failing or that it runs without Internet”. The 

system will also notify if the action is not permitted. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Example of the WHAN‟s usage 
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CHAPTER 3. APPLICATIONS 

 

Developing a friendly and useful application and/or webpage is very important in 

order to control the WHAN. 

The user interface should be specially designed for all type of devices: PC‟s, 

laptops, all smartphone‟s OS… 

The fact of designing a specific solution for any existing platform (or for the most 

used ones) would extend the project‟s schedule, and in addition, users will need 

to learn how to use the new designed application. 

The target is to make use of the existing and extended applications. They 

provide the basic functions to interact with the WHAN. These main functions 

are: schedule tasks, send and receive notifications, check the nodes‟ status and 

send feedback. All of them can be found in many social networks. 

An important percentage of population is familiar with social networks. The idea 

of this project is to integrate social networks (in a private mode) with the WHAN.  

Although there are several social networks, Twitter and Google Calendar have 

been selected to implement the above mentioned functions.  

Google provides several tools and APIs making easier the use and the 

integration of the Google Calendar, which is a web application with social and 

sharing options but not a social network as Twitter. 

The mentioned web applications have been chosen due to their usability and 

their integration in a large number of platforms, i.e. web browser, Windows, 

Linux, Mac and any types of smartphones. Other important feature of these 

applications is their security and privacy options. 

In following sections, how the Twitter and Google Calendar control the WHAN 

will be described. Google Calendar is used as an input method and Twitter as 

an output method. 

An application running on the Gateway (which is a PC running on Windows 

connected to a Texas Instruments CC2431 [6] sensor) has also been created. 

The main aim of the application is to connect the sensor network with the 

selected web applications.  

There are several types of programming languages to implement that, but due 

to our know-how and its versatility, C# has been chosen. The main reason is 

because C# is a very easy to use programming language and provides a lot of 

useful functions.  
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Taking into account that the Gateway application will execute the Google 

Calendar API and the Twitter API, both must have to use the same 

programming language. 

The next figure shows the flux information between the WHAN and the web 

applications. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Information flux 

 

3.1. Google Calendar 

 

Google Calendar allows users to view and update calendar events. The 

Gateway‟s application uses the Google Calendar Data API [7] to create new 

events, edit or delete existing events, and query for events that match particular 

criteria. 

This is possible thanks to the Google API client libraries, which are available in 

several popular programming languages. 

API capabilities allow having several calendars and the items‟ addition through 

the application, or from a device which can be a Smartphone or a PC. 

Google Calendar allows a set of options which are explained in the following 

section. 
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3.1.1. Uses and applications 

 

Google calendar API allows programming several functions in the developed 

application.   

Below are detailed the main functions that can be carried out by Google 

Calendar:  

- Authentication:  The developed application using the Google Calendar 
API can be used to work with either public or private feeds. Public feeds 
are read-only, but do not require any authentication. Private feeds 
require that user authenticate to the calendar servers. This can be done 
via ClientLogin username/password authentication or AuthSub proxy 
authentication.  

- Manage subscriptions of existing calendars: this is useful for a user that 
has different calendars in the same Google account.  

- Create new calendars. 
- Get the events that are scheduled on the specified calendar and the time 

in what are expected: User can get a list of a user's calendars by sending 
an authenticated GET request to the allcalendars feed URL: 

- Create new event: from the application an event can be created having 
the title, the time when is going to take place and some extra parameters 
if necessary.  

- Delete a selected event. 
- Update the event‟s information: modify the title or the time which is 

planned.  
- Add a reminder for a selected item, which can be an email or a popup 

message in the browser.  
 

Each calendar event has different fields and can be given different uses: 

- Title: contains the name of the event. 
- Time: contains the start time and end time of the event. 
- Repetition: this box can be selected if it wants the event to be repeated in 

time. 
- Place: can be used to write the place of the event or any other data. 
- Calendar: the name of the calendar what is containing the event. 
- Description: can contain a brief description of the event or some other 

data.  
- Reminders: can be selected if user wants to receive an email or a popup 

message when the event starts.  
 

In the following picture a Google Calendar event is shown (in a web interface) 

with all event parts mentioned above. 
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Fig. 3.2 Calendar event 

 

Different fields of events should be filled with relevant information as the name 

or the date. The place and description paths can be filled if needed. In this 

project this data would be used as a sensor‟s identifier. In chapter 6, will be 

detailed all fields information to create an event. 

 

3.1.2. Code functions 

 

This section describes the usage of the above mentioned functions and that are 

detailed below. Following functions are placed in the Gateway‟s application 

code.  

 

- Authentication 
 

To ensure a secure access to the Google‟s Account, an authentication is 

necessary. setUserCredentials is used for the function which will do this task.  

 

if (userName != null &&userName.Length> 0) 

{ 

service.setUserCredentials(userName, passWord); 

} 
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- Create an event 
 

As it can be seen in the following code, to create new events some main fields 

are required and also additional topics can be added, if necessary.  

 

staticEventEntryCreateEvent(CalendarService service, String entryTitle, String 

recurData, String entryContent, DateTimehorainici, DateTimehorafinal) 

        { 

EventEntry entry = new EventEntry(); 

 

entry.Title.Text = entryTitle; 

entry.Content.Content = entryContent; 

 

if (recurData == null) 

   { 

When eventTime = new When(); 

eventTime.StartTime = DateTime.Now; 

eventTime.StartTime = eventTime.StartTime.AddMinutes(15); 

eventTime.EndTime = eventTime.StartTime.AddMinutes(30); 

entry.Times.Add(eventTime); 

} 

else 

{ 

When eventTime = new When(); 

eventTime.StartTime = DateTime.Now; 

eventTime.StartTime = horainici; 

eventTime.EndTime = horafinal; 

entry.Times.Add(eventTime); 

} 

 

Uri postUri = new 

uri("https://www.google.com/calendar/feeds/default/private/full"); 

AtomEntryinsertedEntry = service.Insert(postUri, entry); 

 

return (EventEntry)insertedEntry; 

        } 

 

- Update an event 
 

To modify an event the function UpdateEntry is necessary. Following the 

example shows the modification of the event‟s title through this function.  

 

privateEventEntryUpdateEntry(EventEntryretrievedEntry, string text) 

{ 

retrievedEntry.Title.Text = text; 

retrievedEntry.Update(); 

returnretrievedEntry; 

} 
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- Delete event 
 

This function permits to delete an event.  

 

static void DeleteEntry(EventEntry entry) 

{ 

entry.Delete(); 

} 

 

- Add reminder 
 

As it has been mentioned before, a reminder of an item can be set. Several 

options can be configured as the time and the way to be advised. In this case 

the advice arrives though e-mail.  

 

staticEventEntryAddReminder(EventEntry entry, intnumMinutes) 

{ 

Reminder reminder = new Reminder() 

reminder.Minutes = numMinutes; 

reminder.Method = Reminder.ReminderMethod.email; 

entry.Reminders.Add(reminder); 

return (EventEntry)entry.Update(); 

} 

 

 

- Local copy 
 

One of the requirements of this project is to have a local backup of events from 

Google Calendar. 

For this reason, a database has been created and is filled when the program 

starts. This database is a matrix which contains a data structure composed by 

the required fields of every event.  

In following lines the construction of the data‟s structure can be seen. 

Parameters that are stored in the array are those essential for running the 

system, as well as others that help performing certain functions which are 

explained in future chapters.  

 

Matriu[] database_events = new Matriu[50]; 

 

public struct Matriu 

{ 
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     public string nom_event; 

     public DateTime data_inici; 

     public DateTime data_fi; 

     public string num_sensor; 

     public string ack_rx; 

     public string condicio; 

     public DateTime hora_condicional 

} 

 

 

foreach (EventEntry entry in calFeed.Entries) 

{ 

        this.entryList.Add(entry); 

        […] 

        dates.Add(w.StartTime); 

        database_events[index_matriu].nom_event = entry.Title.Text; 

        database_events[index_matriu].data_inici = w.StartTime; 

        database_events[index_matriu].data_fi = w.EndTime; 

        database_events[index_matriu].num_sensor = entry.Content.Content; 

        database_events[index_matriu].condicio = wh.ValueString; 

        database_events[index_matriu].hora_condicional = w.StartTime; 

        index_matriu++; 

        […] 

} 

 

The function goes over each event from the calendar and fills the matrix with 

the information.  

This functionality is very useful because if the Internet connection breaks down, 

the WHAN can keep working and doing the tasks previously scheduled.  

However, using this backup system, synchronization problems can occur. 

Synchronization is a problem in most systems. The problem can take place due 

to the possibility that when the Internet connection gets recover the matrix has 

different events than the Google Calendar. The priority is assigned to Google 

Calendar. 

 

3.2. Twitter 

 

Twitter allows the user to know the status of the network by sending tweets.  

To enable the Gateway application to emit tweets, is needed to create a Twitter 

application at Twitter Developers website [8].  
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3.2.1. Uses and applications 

 

Two types of applications can be created and each one brings particular 

features. 

REST API:  provides typical and most used actions in any twitter account. It is 

based on HTTP commands and is simpler than any Streaming API.  

Streaming API: is a family of powerful real-time APIs for Tweets and other 

social events. Streaming APIs are more powerful than REST APIs and do not 

have limitations, for example is able to provide more than 3200 results per 

search. 

Streaming API is very powerful to create a Twitter client or a very advanced 

application, but it is not necessary for performing simple actions. So, to perform 

the actions needed in this project, the capabilities of a REST API are enough.  

For this project, the application created in the Twitter‟s Developer website is 

named EETAC_PFC and has to be authorized for read and write mode. If the 

application were only configured as a read mode only, the twits will not be 

posted. 

When a tweet is published, in the Twitter timeline can be seen the name of the 

application that emits the tweet. For example: web, Twitter for Mac, Twitter for 

Android or like in this case: EETAC_PFC.  

In the following picture an example is shown. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Example of a tweet 

 

Extra libraries had been needed to integrate Twitter functions in the Gateway‟s 

application. In this case, Twitterizer [9] (a REST API) has been chosen. 

This solution provides the most basic actions like post a tweet, send a direct 

message and also other actions such as add any user as a favourite, delete 

direct messages and followers. 
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In the following list, the main functions that Twitterizer can perform are shown. 

- Authentication. 

- Access to user‟s data. 

- Emit tweets. 

- Answer tweets (if mentioned). 

- Read, send and answer direct messages (DM‟s). 

- Read #hashtags. 

- Make and save searches. 

- Load trends list. 

- Manage followers. 

 

The authentication tokens are needed to bring access to developer‟s account 

and will be used by the Gateway‟s application. To get developer‟s Twitter 

access, a registration in the Twitter Developer website (https://dev.twitter.com) 

is needed with an existing Twitter account.  

In the section 3.2.1.1 an example of Twitter authentication tokens is shown. 

 

3.2.1.1. Code functions 

 

In this project, Twitter functionalities are used as an output method of the 

WHAN as has been mentioned before. For this reason, only the functions for 

publishing a tweet and to authenticate are needed. Following code functions are 

placed in Gateway‟s interface. 

 

- Authentication 
 

OAuthTokens tokens = new OAuthTokens(); 

tokens.AccessToken = "373567463-*************************qCzqf"; 

tokens.AccessTokenSecret = "u57vpC*******************HgcILNMRY"; 

tokens.ConsumerKey = "5L3************r2eZA"; 

tokens.ConsumerSecret = "1Tjprb7hWFw*******************MJU3S0Y"; 

 

 

- Post a tweet 
 
The function that posts a tweet needs a text string (maximum length of 140 

characters) to be posted on Twitter and the authentication tokens. It will always 

return the result of the action as success or not success. 

https://dev.twitter.com/
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TwitterResponse<TwitterStatus> tweetResponse = 

TwitterStatus.Update(tokens,text); 

if (tweetResponse.Result == RequestResult.Success) 

            { 

                // Tweet OK 

                Console.WriteLine("Post OK"); 

                string f = Console.ReadLine(); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                // Error en el tweet 

                Console.WriteLine("Error"); 

                string r=Console.ReadLine(); 

            } 

 

A very useful tool to test and design all twitter developer features is the Twitter 

Developer Console. This software is included in the Twitter application for MAC 

OS X. 

In the following picture can be seen a snapshot of this software showing an 

answer of a query. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4 Twitter developer console 
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CHAPTER 4. COMMUNICATIONS 

 

This chapter is based on communications through different elements that 

compose the WHAN, such as communications from the PC to the Gateway‟s 

sensor through the serial port and those from the Gateway‟s sensor to the 

sensor network. 

The image 4.1 shows the software layer‟s architecture roughly of the Gateway‟s 

node. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Software layers„ architecture of the Gateway‟s node 

 

Layer‟s architecture is composed by several layers. At the top there is layer 

MSA which is the application layer where all messages converge. Receiving a 

message from NAL implies that the message comes from the sensor network 

and goes to the Gateway‟s PC, so it will be transferred through the COM layer. 

At the same time, if the message comes from the COM layer, means that this 

message is an order to the network sensors, so it will be transferred to the NAL 

layer.  

Below MSA there are layers NAL and COM. NAL (Network Abstraction Layer) is 

responsible of the communication between the sensor network and the 

Gateway‟s sensor, and performs this action through MAC layer. COM performs 

communication between the Gateway„s sensor and the PC through the HAL 

layer.  

The following image shows visually communication levels architecture of the 

whole system.  

MSA 

NAL 

MAC 

HAL 

COM 

HAL 
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Fig. 4.2 Layers architecture 

 

Regarding to communications, it has also been considered important to show 

an example of how an event is processed through all elements that composes 

the WHAN. 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 Message treatment  

 

The Gateway has been split in two parts in order to clarify the tasks that perform 

each one. 

As it can be seen in figure 4.3, when an event is created in Google Calendar, 

the Gateway identifies the message as an order to the network sensors and a 
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message is sent through the serial port to the Gateway‟s sensor. This 

Gateway‟s sensor, in turn sends a message via radio to the sensors and the 

destination node performs the action. Once the action is done, the requested 

sensor sends a confirmation message to the Gateway‟s sensor and this in turn, 

sends a confirmation message to the Gateway‟s PC.  

More details about layer‟s architecture are explained in the following sections.  

 

4.1. NAL 

 

NAL (Network Abstraction Layer) is a layer that provides simple network layer 

functionality and also provides connectivity end to end any between a pair of 

nodes in the sensor network. It is based on a limited broadcast forwarding. 

The structure of the NAL source file is composed by NAL and NAL_msg_mgmt. 

The first one contains mechanisms to send messages to upper layers while the 

second one carries out functions of sending and receiving messages properly 

[10].   

 

4.1.1. Main Functions 

 

In this section are described the main functions that NAL carries out: 

- Connectivity end to end, from Gateway‟s sensor to sensor network. 

- Allows sending messages of variable size to include data from sensors.  

 

The messages‟ format send by the NAL is shown in the following table. 

Table 4.1 NAL messages 

 

Byte 
position 

Description 

0 GROUP 

1 MSG 

2 Destination address 

3 Destination address 

4 Source address 

5 Source address 

6 Sequence 

7 Sequence 

8 to N Data  
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MSA uses NAL layer to send and receive messages from the sensor network. 

The two following functions NAL_send and NAL_CBackEvent are used to send 

application messages using the NAL layer and to extract the data field from a 

NAL message and send it to the application layer for future treatment.  

Following functions are placed in NAL file.  

 

4.1.1.1. NAL_Send 

 

NAL_Send is the function, used to send a data message from the application 

layer through the radio interface. 

voidNAL_Send(uint8 type, uint16 dst_addr, uint8* data, uint8 dataLength) 

{ 

  […] 

NAL_McpsDataReq((uint8*)message,wholeLength,MAC_SHORT_ADDR_BROADCAST); 

  […] 

} 

 

As the previous function shows, four parameters are needed to send properly 

the message: type of message, destination address, data and length of this 

data. 

There are two types of messages that can be allocated in the type of message 

field. They are explained in the table below.  

 

 

Table 4.2 Types of messages 

Type Description 

MSG 
(0x01) 

Message to the Application layer 

RESTART 
(0x02) 

Message in order to tell the sequence before the restart to the 
receiving node. 

 

The code of this function has been split due to its length considering just the 

important lines: the header and the call to the lower layer (NAL_McpsDataReq). 
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4.1.1.2. NAL_CbackEvent 

 

Nal_CbackEvent is responsible of determining whether is a message received 

and it sends this message to the upper layer, in this case to the MSA for further 

treatment.    

 

voidNAL_CbackEvent(nalCbackEvent_t *pData) 

{ 

nalCbackEvent_t *pMsg = NULL; 

switch (pData->event) 

  { 

case MSG_RECEIVED: 

pMsg = pData; 

break; 

  } 

osal_msg_send(MSA_TaskId, (byte *) pMsg);   

} 

 

MSA_TaskId must be a Uint8 variable containing a Task identifier of the event 

process or of the top layer that will receive the event SYS_EVENT_MSG. This 

event is automatically generated after the call of osal_msg_send(). 

 

4.2. COM 

 

COM layer manage and send messages between the Gateway‟s PC and the 

Gateway‟s sensor. These actions are performed through the serial port. To 

guarantee its operation, specific parameters should be configured.  

The structure of the COM source file is composed by COM and COM Message 

Management (COM_msg_mgmt). They are closely linked.  

COM is responsible of messages management and transferring data received 

to the upper layers (MSA), as it has been drawn in figure 4.1.  

COM_msg_mgmt contains the transmission and the reception functions as well 

as a Callback function which transfers data to the COM layer from the HAL 

layer. 

Once described the structure, it is necessary to specify the main functions that 

guarantee these communication.  
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4.2.1. Main functions 

 

The main functions of COM Layer are: 

- Provide connectivity point to point, from the Gateway‟s node to the 

Gateway‟s PC. 

- Allow sending messages of variable size from Gateway‟s sensor to 

Gateway‟s PC. This is necessary because the data contained can vary.  

 

The messages‟ format is irrelevant from the COM layer‟s standpoint. The format 

of these messages (COM messages) only interests to the application layer of 

the Gateway, in particular, the application layer of the two modules that 

compose the Gateway. From the COM layer‟s point of view there is only a 

transparent exchange between the PC and the sensor module that provides the 

wireless interface 

Therefore, the description of the communication between these two parts 

includes the transparent data transfer through the serial port, and an application 

layer that performs the functions appropriate to this message considering its 

format. 

The messages from the Gateway‟s PC to the Gateway‟s node are formed by 

two bytes. The first one contains the order code that the sensor must perform 

and the second one contains the destination sensor ID.  

 

Fig. 4.4 COM messages 

 

Unlike the previous ones, messages from the Gateway‟s to the Gateway‟s PC 

are formed by a minimum of four bytes. The first byte is the message‟s length. 

This data is useful for the Gateway‟s PC to know how many bytes compose the 

message. Other fields needed are the source -regarding the sensor node ID- 

and the type of response. 
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As it is a response from the network‟s sensor, it may contain some added data, 

for example temperature. 

There is no need for specifying the destination and origin addresses because 

there are just two devices connected between the serial port.  

Below, the main functions that allow this process are explained. Following 

functions are placed in COM file.  

 

4.2.1.1. COM_Send 

 

COM_Send is in charge of sending the composed message to the Gateway‟s 

PC.  

The Gateway‟s sensor sends messages with variability of length to the 

Gateway‟s PC. This gets useful if the case that several bytes of data need to be 

send takes place. The PC is also prepared to read all these bytes. To ensure 

that, the first byte send contains the message‟s length.  

The message‟s structure is shown in picture 4.1. The first byte contains the 

message‟s length, the second one contains the sensors‟ ID, the third one 

contains data.  

In addition, there is a relation between COM_msg_mgmt layer and HAL_Uart 

which is the one that sends the message in a lower level.  

This relationship is shown in HalUARTWrite, which is a function of the Hal_uart 

layer to send data. The parameters contained are: the port, the message and 

the length.  

void COM_Send(uint8 node, uint8* data, uint8 dataLength) 

{ 

    uint8 index_missatge=0; 

    uint8 com_message[5];      

    com_message[0] = dataLength+2; 

    com_message[1] = node;  

    

    while (index_missatge<dataLength) 

    { 

        com_message[index_missatge+2] = data[index_missatge]; 

        index_missatge++; 

    } 

    HalUARTWrite(0, com_message, dataLength+2); 

} 
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4.2.1.2. MT_UartProcessRxData 

 

Another important function is the callback. It is used to send messages from 

COM layers to the application layer. MT_UartProcessRxData is particularly 

concerned of reading the bytes that come through the serial port and to transfer 

the entire message to the MSA. There is no need to extract headers because 

there are no headers.   

voidMT_UartProcessRxData(uint8 port, uint8 event) 

{ 

COMCbackEvent_t *pCMsg=NULL; 

uint8len; 

len = HalUARTRead (port,serieread, 2); 

if (((pCMsg = (COMCbackEvent_t *) 

osal_msg_allocate(len+COMCbackEvent_hdr)) != NULL)&&(len!=0)) 

{ 

pCMsg->event=MSG_COM_RECEIVED; 

pCMsg->len=len; 

osal_memcpy(pCMsg->data, serieread, len); 

osal_msg_send(COM_TaskId, (byte *) pCMsg);  

       } 

} 

 

An important detail of this function is that contains the call to the lower level 

reception:  HalUARTRead. Parameters that have to be specified are: the port 

where the data is received, the buffer to store the received data and finally the 

message‟s length.  

Once data is received, an event is generated and would be processed by 

COM_Process_Event. The event‟s ID is MSG_COM_RECEIVED. 

 

4.2.1.3. Gateway’s application code 

 

As communication takes place between Gateway‟s PC and Gateway‟s sensor, it 

is needed to show the code that is used in Gateway‟s PC application to send 

and receive data.  

Following lines contains the serial port‟s configuration as well as those functions 

used to send and receive data.  

SerialPort sp = new SerialPort(); 

sp.PortName = "COM1"; 

sp.BaudRate = int.Parse("38400"); 

sp.Parity = (Parity)Enum.Parse(typeof(Parity), "None"); 

sp.StopBits = (StopBits)Enum.Parse(typeof(StopBits), "One"); 

sp.DataBits = int.Parse("8"); 
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sp.Handshake = (Handshake)Enum.Parse(typeof(Handshake), "None"); 

 

sp.Write(buf, 0, 2); 

len = sp.Read(buf_rx, 0, 1); 

  

The Write function is used to send a message through the serial port. Its 

parameters are a buffer which contains the message, the port, and the length of 

the message. In addition, the Read function used to receive messages needs 

the buffer to store the message to be read, the port and the length of the 

message. 

 

4.3. MSA 

 

Once responsible layers of data collection are described, the next step is to 

explain how the application layer works.  

MSA is the application layer. It is responsible of collecting data from layers 

COM and NAL and send appropriate messages. 

MSA also works via events. NAL and COM layers send an event and the 

Process event of MSA collects and attends this event.  

In this case, there are two types of events: one from COM messages 

(COM_MSG_SEND) and one from NAL messages (MSG_SEND). The 

treatment of these messages varies depending on which event ID is.  

uint16MSA_ProcessEvent(uint8 taskId, uint16 events) 

{ 

if (events & SYS_EVENT_MSG) 

{ 

while ((pMsg = osal_msg_receive(MSA_TaskId)) != NULL) 

       { 

switch ( *pMsg ) 

             { 

case MSG_RECEIVED: 

   break; 

case MSG_COM_RECEIVED: 

break; 

      } 

[…] 

} 

 

 

As the code shows, pMsg is the message received from lower layers and this 

contains the event ID.  
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The application message contains information from the order that is desired to 

tell the addressed sensor or take the response data from the sensor 

interrogated.  

In Application message, the order field is used in MSA to distinguish what 

function must carry out the specified sensor. 

These orders and IDs are listed in table 4.3: 

 

Table 4.3 Type of Application messages 

 

Type of message ID 

ACK_OK          0x10 

DIGITAL_OFF     0X12 

DIGITAL_ON      0x19 

ANALOG_0        0X20 

ANALOG_25       0x21 

ANALOG_50       0x23 

ANALOG_75       0x25 

ANALOG_100      0x27 

GET_SIMPLE      0x28 

GET_COMPLET     0x29 

RESPONSE        0x30 

 

- ACK_OK: This message is used to confirm that messages sent between 

nodes are received correctly.  

- DIGITAL_OFF: The I/O DIGITAL message is used to disable node‟s digital 

output.  

- DIGITAL_ON: It is like DIGITAL_OFF but is used to enable digital output.  

- ANALOG_0: This message is similar to the "I / O DIGITAL" but working with 

the analogic output. In this case the output level is 0%.  

- ANALOG_25: It is like ANALOG_0 but the output level is 25%. 

- ANALOG_50: It is like ANALOG_0 but the output level is 50%. 

- ANALOG_75: It is like ANALOG_0 but the output level is 75%. 

- ANALOG_100: It is like ANALOG_0 but the output level is 100%. 

- GET_SIMPLE: Request information message to the sensor node. 
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- GET_COMPLET: Complete information request message to the node sensor 

node. 

- RESPONSE: Send from the sensor / actuator nodes to the Gateway‟s sensor 

once the node control system sensor / actuator detects a change in any of the 

physical states on the node scheduled.  
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CHAPTER 5. HARDWARE USAGE 

 

This chapter details all related to the actuator module: requirements, 

components, functionalities and assembly process. 

 

5.1. Device activation 

 

Looking for useful features, an actuator is a good complement for the WHAN. 

The actuator can execute actions to other devices, for example switch ON/OFF 

the acclimatization system, the washing machine or any other equipment.  

The actuator should be able to open and close a 220 volts AC circuit. Any 

device or load will be connected to the 220 volts power line through the 

actuator. The idea is to place the actuator module between the plug and the 

controlled device. 

Next section contains main requirements of the system. 

 

5.1.1. Functional requirements 

 

The actuator module incorporates a sensor designed by the WNG and is the 

communication part of the actuator. This sensor receives messages from the 

Gateway and the actuator executes actions. 

The node has some input / output ports. One of these ports will enable and 

disable a relay, and the relay will activate or deactivate the device connected to 

the activator. 

For designing the actuator and choose the adequate components, some 

specifications should be taken into account. 

Table 5.1 Actuator specifications 

Parameter Value 

Output voltage of the node (coil voltage 
for the relay) 

3 volts DC 

Output current of the node 640 mA 

Switch voltage of the relay 240 volts AC 

Power supply output (for the node) 3 volts DC 

Maximum supported power 400 VAC 
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The block diagram of the actuator is as shown in the image below: 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Actuator block diagram 

 

The main parts of the actuator are: 

- Power supply: converts the 220v AC to 3v DC to supply the sensor. 

- Sensor: is the communication and control part of the actuator. 

- Relay: is the element that opens and closes the 220v AC line and 

activates or deactivates the device connected to the actuator. 

 

5.1.2. Power supply 

 

The sensor needs a 3 volts battery to operate although can be supplied by the 

expansion‟s port built-in the sensor (two of the 20 pins in the port are Vdd and 

ground). 

Such as the actuator is connected to the electrical power, it would not have 

sense to use a battery to supply the sensor. For that reason the actuator is 

provided with a power supply to feed the sensor.  

In the following image can be seen a typical schematic of a power supply, in this 

case to convert from 220 volts AC to 5 volts DC. 
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Fig. 5.2 Power supply schematic 

 

The main components of the majority of power supplies are: 

- Transformer: converts the 220 volts AC to 5 volts AC. It changes the 

amplitude of the signal. 

- Rectifier: inverts the negative part of the signal and converts it to 

positive. 

- Filter: stabilizes the signal in a more or less constantly value. 

- Regulator: provides at its output a constant voltage level in direct 

current. 

 

In this project, the power supply has not been built. A commercial power supply 

(from 220 volts AC to 5 volts DC) has been used. 

The following picture shows the used module. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Power supply 
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In the second stage (from 5 volts DC to 3 volts DC) a voltage regulator 

(LM1117T) is used. Below there is a small circuit (the chip plus 2 capacitors) 

needed to obtain the 3 volts DC. 

 

Fig. 5.4 Voltage regulator 

 

At the output of this circuit (power supply) the sensor is fed through this 

connection port, and it does not need the battery. 

 

5.1.3. Activation code 

 

When the sensor receives an activation or deactivation message, it puts an 

output pin to a logical 1 (activated) or a logical 0 (deactivated). 

The logical 0 corresponds to 0 volts and the actuator load will remain switched 

off. The logical 1 corresponds to Vdd voltage level and is around 3 volts. This 

voltage level connected to the activation pins of the relay will activate the 

connected device. 

The Texas Instruments CC2430 chip has 2 input/output ports. To effectuate 

these actions is used the bit 6 of the port 1 (P1_6). The other pins will remain 

available for future actions. 

Following code shows the required code to switch on the activator. It is located 

in a function called AccioLlum(), which in turn is located in the MSA.  

 

P1SEL &= 0xBF; 

P1DIR |= 0x40; 

P1_6=1; 

 

Below is the required code to switch the activator off. 

 

P1SEL &= 0xBF; 
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P1DIR |= 0x40; 

P1_6=0; 

 

In both previous cases, the first line selects the pin (bit position) of the port. The 

second one describes the direction of the port (input or output) and the last line 

assigns the desired logical value at the selected pin. 

 

5.1.4. Assembly and components 

 

The key component of the actuator (besides sensor) is the relay. It is the most 

critical component of the actuator, and also the most expensive.  

For this module a SSR (Solid State Relay) has been chosen. A solid-state relay 

is a solid-state electronic component that provides a similar function to a 

mechanical relay but does not have any moving components. 

For the point of view of the relay “as a component” the solid-state relays are 

connected by the same way than “typical” relays. 

In the following scheme is described a relay that depending on the control 

voltage and current will open or close the circuit, therefore activate or deactivate 

the load. 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Relay diagram 

 

The other material needed to build the actuator is: PCB, capacitors, voltage 

regulator, diode, power supply, plugs and cables. 

The components are assembled in a provisional PCB, a customized PCB can 

be designed in future to allocate them. 

The following picture shows a general view of the actuator module assembled 

and ready to work (without the enclosure). 
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Fig. 5.6 Actuator final design 

 

5.2. Temperature acquisition 

 

The CC2430 includes a temperature sensor. Temperature‟s value can be used 

to increase the WHAN‟s functionalities for example to include temperature 

conditional orders or control the room‟s temperature. 

To obtain the temperature through the Texas Instruments CC2430 chip, it is 

needed to configure the ADC and perform some operations to make the 

measure as real as possible. 

 

 

5.2.1. Functions 

 

In this section, the code needed to obtain the temperature value of the CC2430 

will be detailed.  

The following code defines the used variables and constants located in file 

hal_adc.c.  

The value CONSTA is extracted from the operation 1250/2047 as has been 

taken 1.25 V as the ADC reference voltage and a resolution of 12 bits (with a 

sign bit). This information has been extracted from the CC2431‟s Datasheet [6]. 

The other values have been extracted from table 5.2, except the 

OFFSET_MEASURED value that has been extracted calibrating the sensor.  

 

#define CONSTA 0.61065  

#define OFFSET_DATASHEET 743 

#define OFFSET_MEASURED_AT_23_DEGREES_CELCIUS 15.03 
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#define OFFSET (OFFSET_DATASHEET + OFFSET_MEASURED_AT_23_DEGREES_CELCIUS)  

#define TEMP_COEFF 2.45 

After all the voltage value is processed to obtain the temperature‟s value to be 

displayed. 

 

float HalAdcCheckVdd () 

{ 

  unsigned int value; 

 

  ADCIF = 0; 

 

  ADCCON3 = (HAL_ADC_REF_125V | HAL_ADC_DEC_256 | HAL_ADC_CHN_TEMP); 

    

  while ( !ADCIF ); 

  value = ADCL; 

  value |= ((unsigned int) ADCH) << 8; 

  value >>= 4;  

  outputVoltage = value * CONSTA; 

  return ((outputVoltage - OFFSET) / TEMP_COEFF); 

} 

 

5.2.2. Required hardware 

 

The temperature sensor is built-in the Texas Instruments C2430 chip. There is 

no need to add any extra hardware. 

In this case, the internal parts of the sensor are configured. The output of the 

temperature sensor is defined as an input of the ADC (Analog-Digital 

Converter). 

 

 

5.2.3. Acquisition  

 

The data collected from the temperature sensor must be processed to represent 

a real temperature value. 

The following table shows the output voltage (in mV) of the temperature sensor 

when the ambient temperature is 0 Celsius degrees. 
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Table 5.2 Temperature coefficient vs Output voltage 

 

 

The output voltage of the sensor follows the next expression. It is obtained 

through the measurement that the sensor does.  

 

       [  ]      [  ]                           [
  

  
]               [  ] 

 

Then, the temperature is obtained through the following expression: 

 

            [  ]   
        [  ]      [  ]

     [
  

  
]

 

 

5.2.4. Calibration 

 

Following the specs of the temperature sensor, the maximum error should be 

±2ºC. To ensure that the temperature given by the sensor is as close as 

possible to reality, it should be submitted to a calibration process in order to 

correct the offset effect. The easiest way to calibrate the sensor is to take a 

measure of the output voltage from the temperature sensor in a well-known 

temperature environment. The difference between the real voltage and the 

theoretical voltage is the offset voltage. 

Once the offset value is known, this value should be applied to obtain the real 

temperature. 

The calibrated temperature value is obtained through the following expression: 
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            [  ]   
        [  ]      [  ]         

     [
  

  
]

 

This temperature value collected by the sensor is sent via radio to the Gateway. 

The Gateway processes the data and publishes this temperature value in the 

Twitter timeline. 
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CHAPTER 6. OPERATIONAL MODES 

 

Previously everything related to the wireless home automation networks has 

been detailed. Knowing how the system works and how to start using it, is also 

necessary.  

This chapter describes the tools to manage our WHAN. First of all the 

application developed to run inside the Gateway is explained, because it is the 

first think that must be done in order to launch the system. This application is 

called the Gateway‟s application.  

 

6.1. Gateway’s application 

 

The application that has been created to be running in the Gateway‟s PC (uses 

Windows XP operating system as mentioned in Chapter 3, although can be also 

used in other Windows‟ versions) allows the interaction to the WHAN without 

using Google Calendar‟s and Twitter‟s interfaces. 

As it can be seen in the picture below, several parts compose the Gateway‟s 

user interface. There is a calendar showing a month and signaling in bold font 

are the days that contain events. At the bottom there is a list where events are 

displayed.  

There are also several boxes which can be filled with parameters like Event‟s 

name, Sensor‟s ID, Start and End time and the condition if necessary. Another 

box called “System feedback” is used by the system to show the user 

information.  

Finally, at the right hand there are some buttons which are explained in 

following sections. 
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Fig. 6.1Local application 

 

6.1.1. System start 

 

The first thing that must be done is to start the system by pressing button 

“Start”.  

 

 

Fig. 6.2 Local mode overview: Start system 

 

After that, the system downloads all events from Google Calendar and prints 

them in the application‟s calendar. If a date is pressed, all day‟s events are 

shown in the list at the bottom of the application. 
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Once system is running, two internal timers are set. The first one is set every 

second, and the second one, every 30 seconds. Functions that are carried out 

every second are searching in the matrix for an event scheduled, and realize 

these actions. The function developed every 30 seconds is synchronizing the 

matrix with events from the Google Calendar. These timers work transparently 

from the user point of view. 

 

6.1.2. Add Event 

 

Gateway‟s application allows performing actions like introduce a new event, 

upload event‟s title and delete an event.  

Pressing the button “Add Event” the first action is done. Event‟s fields are 

needed to be filled before pressing the button.  

The picture below shows the boxes used to create a new event.   

 

 

Fig. 6.3 Add Event 

 

It must be mentioned that field “Event name” is filled with predefined actions. 

This fact minimizes the mistaken probability.  

In order to avoid incorrect events, it has been created a configuration file (in text 

mode) containing rows of three fields. The first one is the name that has been 

given to the sensor, for example LED Light. The second one is the sensor‟s ID 

and in the third one are listed the allowed actions.  
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This text file is named arxiusensors.txt and it is filled with following lines. 

LED Light,3,Light ON|Blind|Get Temperature 

Room Light,4,Get Temperature|Blind|Device 0% 

 

 

Using this information when scheduling a new event, if one of these fields 

doesn‟t match, a message is shown in the “System feedback” field to alert the 

user.  

According to that fact, two messages can be shown. The first one is shown if 

there is a mistake with the sensor‟s name and the other one when the sensor‟s 

name is correct but it doesn‟t match with predefined actions in the configuration 

file.   

In order to illustrate theses messages, below there is an example of each one. 

 

 

Fig. 6.4 Example Tweet “Incorrect Sensor ID” 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 Example Tweet “Action not permitted”  

 

Predefined actions that can be filled in Event name field are the following. 

- Light ON: Switch ON the light connected to that sensor. 

- Light OFF: Switch OFF the light connected to that sensor.   

- Get Temperature: Obtain a temperature measurement of that sensor. 

- Blind: An action to lower the blind. It could be conditional if the “Condition” 

field is filled.  

- Device 0%: Switch the device connected to OFF.  

- Device 25%: Force the device connected to work at 25%. 
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- Device 50%: Force the device connected to work at 50%. 

- Device 75%: Force the device connected to work at 75%. 

- Device 100%: Force the device connected to work at 100%. 

 

Action‟s names have been chosen to be simple for the user to understand and 

to program an event.  

These names do not match with the predefined commands understood by 

sensors. For that reason, below there is a list of that commands and a table 

matching them.  

 

- DIGITAL_OFF: Disables digital output. 

- DIGITAL_ON: Enables digital output.   

- ANALOG_0: Enables analogic output at 0%.  

- ANALOG_25: Enables analogic output at 25%. 

- ANALOG_50: Enables analogic output at 50%. 

- ANALOG_75: Enables analogic output at 75%. 

- ANALOG_100: Enables analogic output at 100%. 

- GET_SIMPLE: Information request to sensor node. 

- GET_COMPLET: Complete information request. 

 

Table 6.1 Events and commands translation 

 

Event name Command 

Light ON DIGITAL_ON 

Light OFF DIGITAL_OFF 

Blind GET_SIMPLE 
ANALOG_0 
ANALOG_100 

Device 0% ANALOG_0 

Device 25% ANALOG_25 

Device 50% ANALOG_50 

Device 75% ANALOG_75 

Device 100% ANALOG_100 
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When scheduling the “Blind” action a condition could be set. For example, if a 

temperature condition is done, when the room‟s temperature is higher than the 

condition, system will lower the blinds. It implies that two actions are done; the 

first one is to measure the temperature and if it matches the condition, drives 

the blind.  

Finally is necessary to choose a Sensor ID, the date and press the “Add Event” 

button.  

 

 

Fig. 6.6 Event names 

 

 

6.1.3.  Upload Title 

 

Another step that can be done is upload event‟s title by selecting the event, the 

new event‟s title and pressing button “Upload title”.  

An example of this action is shown in picture below. 
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Fig. 6.7 Upload Event‟s title 

 

6.1.4. Remove Event 

 

To remove an event from the application is needed to select a single item by 

pressing the small box next to event‟s title and press the button “Delete Event”. 

This action is as easy as shown in picture below.  

 

 

Fig. 6.8 Delete Event 
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6.1.5. System feedback 

 

Once system is started, is necessary to know at each moment if there is any 

problem or if it is working properly. For that reason, the field called “System 

feedback” has been included and messages appear under that label. 

For example, once an event is performed, the system emits a tweet.  

Regarding to the Gateway‟s application, once a tweet is posted, the message 

“Post OK” appears in “System feedback” label. However if a problem has 

occurred during this process, the message that appears is “Twitter error”.  

If there is an Internet problem, the message “Error: No Internet connection” is 

displayed in “System feedback”. 

In the picture below is remarked the “System Feedback” field.  

 

 

Fig. 6.9 System Feedback 

 

6.2. Google Calendar’s and Twitter’s interfaces 

 

The remote way to schedule events to the WHAN is through Google Calendar‟s 

interface. It can be reached through the URL www.google.com, introducing 

user‟s credentials and selecting the calendar tab.  In the following lines is 

explained how to use it.  

 

http://www.google.com/
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6.2.1. Add Event 

 

Once opened Calendars‟ interface it is necessary to fill four fields.  

 

 

Fig. 6.10 Web page interface 

 

As it can be seen in the picture 6.10, the first item to introduce is the action to 

be developed. The action‟s name should match with predefined actions. If 

action‟s name is different, the action will not be scheduled. 

The second item to be set is the date, which should have a start and end time. 

Needless to say, the end time must be the same or later than the start one.  

In addition, for actions like Light ON or Light OFF, the system allows to 

introduce a period of time. It is useful, for example, to switch a light on setting 

the initial time and when the system reaches the end time, it translates the 

action DIGITAL_ON to DIGITAL_OFF and the light is switched OFF. The same 

procedure is done in Light OFF events. 

Finally the fourth item is the sensor‟s ID, which is set in the Description field.  

As it have been mentioned, a reminder can be also programmed to receive an 

email or a cell message remembering that an action is going to be done in a 

scheduled time.  

 

Sensor ID 

Date 

Action 

Condition 
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Fig. 6.11 Events set in Calendar 

 

Another way to control Calendar Events is through a Smartphone. Users can 

add, remove and upload Events from their device.  

In the next picture is shown a Smartphone‟s calendar and fields that must be 

filled to add correctly an event. The functionalities are the same as from a web 

browser.  

 

 

Fig. 6.12 Smartphone‟s calendar 

 

This was regarded to the set of an event. The feedback from the network is 

shown via Twitter. 

Action 

Date 

Sensor ID 
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6.2.2. Twitter feedback 

 

User should enter the URL www.twitter.com and set their credentials. When a 

scheduled event is performed, a determinate tweet is emitted. The tweet is like 

the following picture. 

 

 

Fig. 6.13 Example of a Tweet 

 

Tweets are different depending on the action that has been programmed. For 

example, for the event “Get temperature”, the tweet will have the following 

structure: 

 

 

Fig. 6.14 Temperature tweet 

 

In the case that the system fails and the action cannot be done, any tweet will 

be emitted.  

Twitter it is also used as a feedback when there is a mistake entering a new 

event as has been explained previously. 

  

http://www.twitter.com/
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CHAPTER 7. SECURITY AND SHARING OPTIONS 

 

A very important aspect to take into account when designing a sensor network 

is security. Since, what is controlled is a house, communications security must 

be guaranteed. 

The WHAN permits several useful features, although at the same time it implies 

some risks that should be minimized. 

Making the network accessible by the user via Internet around the world, it 

could be also accessible to a fraudulent user if he/she knows the user 

credentials. Attempting to prevent that fact, interfaces of the network should be 

as secure as possible. 

This is the main reason why Google Calendar and Twitter services have been 

chosen. 

Designing a remote access is difficult, but the fact of using Twitter and Google 

Calendar helps providing secure login system. 

Google and Twitter accounts receive lots of attacks, but at the same time are 

equipped with strongest security systems. Each company has its own privacy 

policies and they take care and renew it to avoid fraudulent usage and also to 

keep users go on using their interfaces. This is the reason to trust on these 

systems. 

 

7.1. Security and sharing modes 

 

It is very important to keep the information save, even if at the same time this 

information needs to be shared to a group of users. 

As normally different people inhabit houses, it is usual that more than one user 

controls the WHAN. This fact is easy to implement through Google Calendar 

and Twitter. 

In following sections will be explained security and sharing options for Google 

Calendar and Twitter. 
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7.1.1. Sharing options in Google Calendar 

 

Google Calendar features permit to share a particular event or a whole 

calendar. The administrator of the system (the owner of Google account) will 

decide and bring permissions to other users. 

In the following picture an event in Google Calendar and its sharing options to 

other users can be seen. 

 

 

Fig. 7.1 Sharing options in Google Calendar 

 

7.1.2. Sharing options in Twitter 

 

Twitter features also permit some options in privacy fields. Only authorized 

users by the network administrator (the owner of the Twitter account) can have 

permission to follow the network sensor Twitter account: receive the 

notifications and view the network‟s feed (events and notifications). 

The following image shows the toggle to activate the privacy of the Twitter 

account and the icon that indicates the protected Twitter account.    
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Fig. 7.2 Twitter privacy 

 

 

Fig. 7.3 Example of a protected Twitter account 

 

7.2. Local backup 

 

The network is controlled by services running it the cloud. This is very useful 

because it can be used worldwide (whenever there is an Internet connection). If 

the Internet connection fails, the WHAN will not execute the scheduled actions. 

To solve this problem, a local backup system has been designed. This backup 

downloads the events in the local memory of the Gateway. Thus, if the Internet 

connection fails, the WHAN will continue working with the scheduled events 

because these had been downloaded previously. 

Having said that in section 2.1.2 where the code function is detailed, once the 

Gateway starts working, it downloads the entire events that Google Calendar 

contains. 

Once downloaded these events, they are precisely saved locally in the 

Gateway. This is also very useful because as the system may check each 

single second if there is any new event to process, it is not necessary to go on 

performing the authentication process. It just needs to search the event in the 

matrix previously saved. 

To ensure which events programmed in Google Calendar are done, the 

program checks every 30 seconds if any change has occurred in the Calendar 

regarding the matrix. It is believed that this time span is enough to ensure that 

every event is performed and also is sufficiently large to not overload the 

machine.  
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The usage of this local copy has benefits but also some drawbacks.  

Some of these benefits have already been mentioned but in addition, if the 

system has no Internet connection, actions can be programmed and saved to 

the local copy using the Gateway application.  

This fact generates a huge drawback, which is synchronization.  

In a case that the system runs without Internet connection, it is known that the 

user can introduce, modify and delete events. When the Internet connection is 

restored the system may have different items in the matrix than in the Calendar. 

The solution for the problem is to assign more priority to events created in 

Google Calendar, as there are a few probabilities of running without Internet.   

So, the matrix will be filled with the Calendar events, deleting all those that have 

been manipulated before.  

Regardless this drawback, it is believed that local copy is a safe way to ensure 

that the system will keep on working.  
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CHAPTER 8. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

 

As the WHAN integrates some systems, in this chapter what happens if one or 

more of these systems does not work properly is being analysed. 

Also the system capacity is studied and dimensioned in order to find 

bottlenecks. 

 

8.1. Twitter failure 

 

Twitter interface is used to show the user an answer of a sensor. If Twitter is not 

available, the user will not know the status of the events either the status of the 

sensors although the WHAN will remain working. It will also accept the schedule 

of new events. 

If the user interacts with the WHAN through the Gateway, the status of the 

events will be known as the Twitter failure only affects the remote usage of the 

WHAN, not the local one. 

Twitter account limitations should be taken into account as Twitter 

administrators apply some limitations in the accounts. Limits alleviate some of 

the strain on the behind-the-scenes part of Twitter and reduce downtime and 

error pages. 

Limitations applied by administrators are shown in the following table. 

 

Table 8.1 Twitter account limitations 

Action Maximum number permitted 

Direct messages 250 / day 

Updates  1000 / day (divided in hourly intervals) 

Followers 1000 / day 

API requests 150 / hour 

Email account 
changes 

4 / hour 

 

A usage scenario could be the described in the following lines. 

Considering a house with eight stays, and three sensors per stay, the total 

number of sensors is 24.  With 5 actions per sensor and per day, and also 3 
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error messages while scheduling events, the result is 123 tweets per day. 

These approximate numbers shows that Twitter traffic volume is smaller than 

the account limitations.  

Some capacity tests have been performed to determine if the number of 

published tweets could be a bottleneck.  

The test consists on trying to publish 25 and 100 tweets at the same time 

(which is more than the WHAN will generate in its normal working status). It has 

been considered that for many sensors that have been placed at home, not all 

sensors will have actions at the same time, even one or several at once. The 

system response is quite good: no tweets are lost, all tweets are stored in a 

temporal buffer and the Gateway emits all tweets in an average speed of 2.5 

tweets per second.  

Another possible issue related to Twitter API‟s limitations could be overloading. 

Despite the Gateway emits a Tweet for every action performed, the number of 

published tweets at the same time will not be large. 

All limitations mentioned above do not affect the WHAN‟s operation, as the 

information volume generated by the network in its current configuration is 

small. 

 

8.2. Google Calendar failure 

 

The Google Calendar interface is defined as an input method of the WHAN. If it 

does not work, events cannot be added or modified remotely. The WHAN will 

continue running because a local backup of all these events exists and new 

events would be added or modified locally through the Gateway‟s application. 

The most conflictive aspect related to Google Calendar is events‟ overlapping. 

The trouble will appear if more than one use schedule events that are 

incompatible or have time inconsistencies. An example of that is shown in the 

following lines.  

- User A schedules the event Light ON between 10 a.m. and 12 a.m. 
- User B schedules the event Light ON between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. 

Following this event, at 10 a.m. the light will be switched on. At 11 a.m. the 

system will try to switch the light on again, although it will not be possible, as the 

light will be switched on yet. 
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At 11 a.m. the system will switch the light off as has been requested by the user 

A. Later, at 1 p.m. the system will try to switch the light off again even the light 

will be switched off since 12 a.m. 

This problem is easy to avoid because when a user introduces an event in the 

Google Calendar, it is just needed to check if the new event overlaps with 

another existing event. Google Calendar‟s interface is enough visual to avoid 

this problem.  

Syntax mistakes caused by users are other possible issues related with Google 

Calendar. When the user schedules an event in the Google Calendar, if the 

action‟s name or the sensor‟s ID contains any syntax error, the system will not 

recognize that event.  

To avoid this problem, when the event is scheduled through the Gateway‟s 

application, and that event does not accomplish text file features, it will not be 

created and a message will appear in the “System feedback” field. In addition, if 

the event is scheduled through the Google Calendar‟s interface, the Gateway 

will advice the user via Twitter as has been mentioned in section 6.1.2. 

 

8.3. Sensor network failure 

 

Another case that should be taken into account is the sensors autonomy. They 

are powered with a 3V battery, which is estimated to last one year. If a sensor 

runs without battery, actions will not be carried out. This is not a failure properly 

because it is due to the lifecycle of the battery and it will only affect to sensors 

not connected to a socket. 

 

8.4. Data usage 

 

The Gateway syncs events (from Google Calendar cloud with local backup) 

every 30 seconds. This period of time should be small because the 

synchronization process is better. At the same time there is a trade-off between 

synchronization time and data usage. If synchronization time is larger and a 

user schedules an event that starts in a time smaller than the synchronization 

time, the WHAN will not execute this item. That‟s the reason why 30 seconds 

are chosen.  
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That synchronization implies data traffic which in a real scenario is around 100 

Mbytes per day. This number has been extracted from metering how much data 

is consumed synchronizing, and extrapolating the value to a full day.  

In future, the synchronization process should be optimized designing, for 

example, an accumulative synchronization instead of synchronising all future 

events. 

The process that posts a tweet in the Twitter timeline does not generate an 

important amount of data. The data traffic consumed per posted tweet is around 

6 Kbytes. That is a negligible quantity compared with the traffic generated by 

the Google Calendar‟s synchronization. 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES 

 

This chapter contains the conclusions of this Master Thesis as well as some 

improvements or future lines for becoming projects.  

 

9.1. Conclusions 

 

In this Master Thesis a WHAN has been configured and optimized to provide 

some features: temperature acquisition and device‟s remote control through 

social networks (Google Calendar and Twitter). 

It has also been optimized the sensors‟ code internal structure to provide new 

features and robustness to the WHAN. 

An actuator module has been designed and built up to control any connected 

device through social networks. It works perfectly integrated in the WHAN. 

The input/output interfaces of this WHAN are Google Calendar and Twitter. The 

user can interact with it anywhere and anytime from any device that has an 

Internet connection. An application for the Gateway has been designed to 

interact locally with the sensors and to convert the messages from the sensor 

network to the social networks, and vice versa. 

The Google Calendar has been designed as an input method of the WHAN, and 

Twitter has been designed as a real-time output method. APIs‟ flexibility brings 

the possibility to increase the social networks actions. 

All the requests coming from Google Calendar are attended and all the 

feedback is reported via Twitter, as mentioned in Chapter 2. 

 

9.2. Future lines 

 

This section mentions some aspects that due to the development of this project, 

we think that should be improved in order to solve some drawbacks or to 

provide more attractive features. 
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9.2.1. Gateway optimization 

 

In this project, the Gateway is formed by a PC (in this case a laptop) connected 

to a Texas Instruments evaluation kit with a CC2430 chip. 

This Gateway consumes a considerable amount of energy, and taking into 

account that it will be always working, this is not efficient. 

A good solution is to use a more simply and efficient PC for the Gateway. 

Raspberry Pi would be a good solution. Raspberry Pi is a small PCB that works 

like a CPU of any PC and has PC‟s same connections. Raspberry Pi‟s features 

are more than those needed for the Gateway, and the consumption is around 3 

watts (much smaller than any desktop or laptop). Raspberry Pi‟s price will be 

around $30. For that reasons, Raspberry Pi becomes one of the cheapest PCs. 

 

 

Fig. 9.1 Raspberry Pi 

 

In this section are detailed the main specifications of this possible Gateway: 

- SoC Broadcom BCM2835 (CPU, GPU, DSP, and SDRAM) 
- CPU: 700 MHz ARM1176JZF-S core (ARM11 family) 
- GPU: Broadcom VideoCore IV, OpenGL ES 2.0, 1080p30 h.264/MPEG-

4 AVC high-profile decoder 
- Memory (SDRAM): 256 Megabytes (MiB) 
- Video outputs: Composite RCA, HDMI 
- Audio outputs: 3.5 mm jack, HDMI 
- Onboard storage: SD, MMC, SDIO card slot 
- 10/100 Ethernet RJ45 onboard network 
- Storage via SD/ MMC/ SDIO card slot 
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Raspberry Pi is compatible with sensor, because Raspberry Pi just needs the 
serial port to interconnect.  
 

9.2.2. Actuator optimization 

 

The current actuator fulfils perfectly the expected features. But it is still a 

prototype and should be improved. 

In the future it will be recommendable to place all the components in an 

assembled PCB and design a case or enclosure. Then it will be easier to place 

it, being safer and its size will be reduced. 

Another point to improve is the components usage. Taking into account that the 

actuator will be always plugged, it is very important to select the most efficient 

components (minimum loses) to achieve a low consumption device. 

 

9.2.3. Consumption study 

 

One of the goals of this WHAN will be to activate or deactivate some devices 

when are not being used. It will be useful for optimizing electricity consumption. 

It is important to know the consumption of all system elements in order to be 

optimized. Knowing the economic impact of WHAN becomes as important as 

the consumption of all system elements, the consumption of the network and 

consumption saved due its implementation must be known in order to try to 

improve it. 

 

 

9.2.4. Design customized applications 

 

One of WHAN‟s goals is to achieve the integration in networks. It provides 

usability and access from any connected to the Internet device. 

Also, a web interface can be designed. An application for desktop and 

smartphones can be useful to make easier the access to the WHAN and 

provide additional features, than are not yet implemented. For example, a real-

time status panel should be very useful. 
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9.2.5. New node features 

 

Versatility of nodes allows integrating some extra hardware. In the future, extra 

hardware can be designed and integrated to the nodes increasing the number 

of features, like humidity sensor, presence detector etc... 

Some features can be also designed without needing any additional hardware 

because only uses the build-in chip, for example, voltage metering in those 

sensors which are not placed in a plug. 

 

9.2.6. More social network actions 

 

The APIs used provide lots of functions although some of them are used. 

New actions can be used to make easier the communication between the 

WHAN and the user: Twitter mentions, Twitter direct messages, Google 

Calendar event sharing etc... 
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